Wandsworth Friends of the Earth Group Meeting,
Wednesday February 16
Welcome:
Present:
Alison Cleland
Debbie Colson
Joe Olding
Katie Shortt
Katriona Lumsden
Lynne McNulty
Oliver Shaw
Stuart Oliver
Vicki Carrol
Terry Brown
Coordinator
Apologies:
Daniela
Irina Charalambous
Melanie Rowland
William Rhind
The meeting aimed to follow the published agenda

- Mentioned Robert Molteno who died suddenly on January 31. He had been a
member of WFOE in the past, but became a leading participant in the
Wandsworth Living Streets Council.

- Coordinator’s thoughts on future arrangements
• Proposing to slim everything down in the notes to main issues and actions
reached and use four schedules to track other things

- First schedule ‘WFOE Activities’:
- Campaigning/activity focus A, B, C etc.. Headings explained:
• Activity: Activity name
• Target organisation: At whom the activity is aimed and whose activities or
opinions we seek to change

• Category: main activity groups within which individual focus activities fall
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• Description: briefly describing the proposed activity and what it is hoped
to achieve

• Type/media:
- Types of activity includes: Raising public awareness; Lobbying
commercial organisations; WBC; Central Government. Can be critical or
collaborative.

- Media include street presence & leafleting; Social Media; Individual face
to face contact; Letters, emails and petitions.

• Priority: This is an important column, as it sets out the priority of attention
given to each activity and the first three (A, B, C) would have the most time
spent on them, with a clear emphasis on priority A. There is only one
activity with a given priority, so they are set out in a clear sequence (as the
schedule now indicates. See Appendix A).

• Action: The lead group member(s) for the given activity; need to spread the
workload around the group.

• Phase: The stage that the given activity is at. Phases can be: possible,
preparative, active, complete, abandoned

• Progress: a column to allow a brief note of how the activity is progressing
and perhaps what will be done next.

- The importance of the Phase column was emphasised as this would
determine where the group’s energies and time would be focussed. The first
priority activity is the one the group will work hardest on at any given time,
with other activities, say B and C having some attention and others down the
line maybe just being ‘kept in mind’ or having minimal attention.

- Are there any other activities that group members think should be added to
the list?

ACTION: GROUP

- It was agreed that the the priority A activity should be voted for at the
meeting

- The point was made that timing could aﬀect the choice of Priority A as an
activity might be topical, needing immediate activity.

- Ways to develop activities were being explained at the FOE seminars that
Debbie, Melanie and Terry were attending, but this would follow choice of
activity focus. We need to explore the activity topics in more detail once we
have established, say, the first three priority topics.
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- Each topic needed to be explained and discussed at the meeting so that
priorities could be established. Important issues included collaboration with
other FOE or amenity groups.

- The scheduled activities are as follows:
- Insulation & Airtightness of older properties: Though there are other
authorities and groups dealing with this topic, it might be considered topical
because of the current energy cost crisis. Also, there might need to be a
longer term perspective on this because of the particular problems presented
by Victorian, Edwardian and other heritage buildings either through Town
Planning concessions or technological developments and expert advice.

• One product that can be used for insulation internally is Aerogel, with a
thickness of between 5 and 13mm. At about £70 for a 1.2 x 0.6 m sheet, it
is very expensive.

- This activity could be public informative and/or directed at WBC for
apartment buildings. Insulate Britain may have developed proposals in this
area.

- Need for Active Travel: Wandsworth Living Streets are the lead group on
this subject and the Council is also tutting in place street works to allow and
encourage walking and cycling. WFOE might find a diﬀerent angle.

- Raise awareness of Climate Emergency: This is a general informative topic
both to raise public awareness and lobby WBC who have created the WESS
since declaring a Climate and Ecological Crisis two years ago. Already a lot
of information available and national FOE is strong on this. Need to
distinguish a WFOE angle? We can use our Twitter feed (670 followers) to
highlight global heating issues.

- Two important issues came out:
• Mobilising people by appealing to their sense of justice is more powerful
than just putting out the facts. Should be looking for tangible outcomes.

• Are we individually eﬀective in raising or referring to the climate crisis in a
social setting or do we prefer not to talk about it? We need ‘bullet points’
to answer denial or just respond to conversational directions and topical
information. POST MEETING NOTE: the FOE training sessions suggest a
30 second ‘bet the message across’

• Hard to stay up to date with evolving complexities of climate science and
even to understand the basics of climate change e.g. the 2021 IPPC
report.
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• There are many on-going legal cases.
- Track and Comment on the WESS: Irina is doing a good job here, tracking
the development of the Wandsworth Environmental and Sustainability
Strategy. An update has just been published.

- One of the diﬃculties with the WESS is public participation, which doesn’t
happen on a day to day basis as WBC seem only to see participation in
terms of big events, such as the ‘Together on Climate Change’ event in
October last year. Need to explore more about what WBC means by ‘working
in partnership’ and maybe make suggestions about it.

- 10 Point Green Living Plan: Develop a list of 10 points that would improve
the sustainability of the individual’s life style.

- Twitter: there was a discussion of how to best exploit Twitter and the
technicalities of using both Twitter and FaceBook.

- We should be linked in to national Friends of the Earth. Our coordinator talks
to the local groups organisers at FOE and knows a bit about what other
groups are doing and it is often quite diﬀerent to the national approach. Our
activities are regularly discussed with the Local Groups oﬃcers.

- Help Wandsworth Borough Council improve/re-wild King Georges Park:
Joe has been following up on this subject. Contact has been made with
people at Enable. He has been monitoring what is happening with pruning.
Enable are using a subcontractor, KPS, to do the pruning and they have been
coppicing and trimming trees and shrubs and have just spread wood chips
over the grass, which doesn’t seem to be a good idea.

- Diﬃcult to get a representative group together to monitor what is happening
in KGP and help with ‘maintenance’ in the way, for instance, that happens on
Barnes Common. King Georges Park suﬀerers from being fragmented and
divided into quite diﬀerent environments. Does heavy footfall make it diﬃcult
to sustain the natural environment? The Council is concentrating on the
southern end in conservation terms.

- There is pressure on the southern end of KGP to have another playground
even though this is a designated conservation area.

- Will Enable talk to WFOE? They are looking for volunteers.
- There was view that it should be possible to set up a ‘Friends of King
George’s Park’ group, similar to the Friends of Wandsworth Common and
Friends of Wandsworth Park. Plenty of residents surround the park and use
it, but it is very diﬃcult to get them to come forward and express opinions.
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People living in the Southside tower blocks use the park, but wouldn’t want
to get involved with the Council.

- The aim of WFOE improvement of the park would be to improve biodiversity.
There is plenty of space in the park for recreation and sport, so areas
devoted to nature could be expanded and made more accommodating of
biodiversity.

- Wandsworth are planting 30 trees in KGP, but not likely to have much eﬀect
as they are small blossom trees (Japanese flowering cherries donated by the
Japanese Embassy).

- Street trees with ‘tree gaters’ on them, but not clear as to who is supposed to
replenish them. An example of how confusing WBC activities can be.
POST MEETING NOTE: see illustration in appendix B.

- The real focus for biodiversity in KGP is the river Wandle.
- The removal of the half-tide weir in the Wandle delta area was the planning
gain from Tideway and was supposed to improve the biodiversity. This hasn’t
been monitored.

- INFORMATIVE NOTE: The River Wandle joins the River Thames on the
Tideway and runs about 9 miles long throughout the southwest of London. A
defunct half-tide weir that existed at the junction of the Wandle and the River
Thames was hindering the river’s natural flow and biodiversity. With support
from The Environment Agency, the Marine Management Organisation, and
the Port of London Authority, the half-tide weir was set for demolition to
improve water flow, water quality, and restore lost wildlife habitats.

- WFOE could galvanise opinion regarding biodiversity and nature in KGP and
then take a petition to the Council for improvement. Maybe challenge the
Council to improve their performance in relation to biodiversity. Inequity
might be a trigger.

- Might be good to tie the Council to KPFs (Key Performance Indicators) such
as the number of trees they undertake to plant and then monitor their
performance. May be possible to compare Wandsworth with other London
Boroughs. There has to be a balance between biodiversity and leisure
requirements however.

- Where do Wandsworth Borough’s environmental credentials sit in relation to
other boroughs. 15th out of 33, so middle of the road. Is that something we
could challenge the Council on bearing in mind their ambition to be London’s
‘greenest borough’.
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- Raise awareness of Biodiversity Crisis: It was thought that this broad
ranging topic had been covered in the discussion of improvements to King
Georges Park, though of course it would apply as an activity to the borough
as a whole. Biodiversity is under threat in urban areas.

- Waste & Recycling possibilities: Melanie has made contact with the
Western London Riverside Waste Authority (WRWA) and we are talking about
a visit to the Smuggler’s Way recycling plant (visits are on hold at the
moment), but we had had further thoughts about collaboration with WRWA to
make clear what can be recycled, what happens to recycled material and
why it is worthwhile to recycle.

- While there are a number of ways WBC explains what is recyclable and to
some it seems quite clear, there appears to be much confusion in a practical
sense, which WFOE might help try to explain.

- Address packaging’s environmental impacts: Primarily to do with food
packaging, but also might extend to hardware items that come in very
diﬃcult to open heavyweight plastic packaging.

- This is the subject of an exhibition at the Design Museum called ‘Waste Age:
What can design do?’. The exhibition set out the problem of waste and then
goes on to show what designers can do to prevent it. (POST MEETING
NOTE: exhibition now closed and catalogue seems not to be available).

- The issue of the carbon footprint of new buildings was touched on and the
view that the most sustainable building is the one that is already built can
lead to radical approaches to redevelopment of urban sites.

- February issue of New Scientist deals extensively with waste. Called ‘material
world’, it provides a very comprehensive review of the issue. Recommended
read!

- The repairability of products and especially the issue of e-waste was touched
on and seems to require a totally new approach to whole life design and
bringing about the circular economy.

- Is waste a local issue? Are there industries in Wandsworth that rely heavily on
packaging?

- At a local level also, supermarkets have increasingly relied on packaging to
make life easier at the checkout. This can be changed with, for instance,
loose supplied vegetables and dried goods such as pulses and pasta.
Raising awareness of shops that sell unpackaged goods might be a good
activity that WFOE could develop.
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- Surprise at ‘Which’ list of sustainable supermarkets with Lidl at the top.
- Recycling in apartment buildings: There is an increased problem with
recycling from apartments and provisions need to be made in new
developments to make recycling easier. Review the Wandsworth ‘Local Plan’.

- Environmental credentials of Council election candidates: Aim to
establish and raise public awareness of the policies and concerns regarding
climate change and biodiversity that councillor candidates hold and would
press for if elected to Council. There will be a lot of candidates in
Wandsworth as there are 20 wards, each with two or three councillor posts
for which there may be, say, four candidates (main political parties and
independents) giving a total of in excess of 200 candidates!

- Somehow we might contact Councillors’ political mentors, who would
establish the main lines of approach of the individual party candidates adopt.
Seems to be a good thing to do to and is shortly to be topical as well as
local, so we have time to put an eﬀective activity in place.

- Voting on the activities:
• It was agreed that the first priority activity would be voted for by a showing
of hands for each activity in turn. The votes were as below, with other
activities not getting any votes at all.

• Track and Comment on the WESS: 2
• Help Wandsworth Borough Council improve/re-wild King Georges
Park: 2

• Raise awareness of Biodiversity Crisis: 1
• Recycling in apartment buildings: 1
• Environmental credentials of Council election candidates: 4
- It was agreed that the voting for the first priority could also order second and
third priorities etc., though in the priority list there can’t be joint positions, so
priorities were established as follows:

• Priority A: Environmental credentials of Council election candidates
• Priority B: Help Wandsworth Borough Council improve/re-wild King
Georges Park (Coordinators casting vote on joint second)

• Priority C: Track and Comment on the WESS
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• Priority D: Raise awareness of Biodiversity Crisis: (Coordinators casting
vote on joint fourth)

• Priority E: Recycling in apartment buildings
- There was a discussion about the use of the term ‘rewilding’ and it was
agreed to drop the term in the activity description and replace it with
‘improve biodiversity’.

- Follow up activity on Priority A:
• Stuart oﬀered to explore the possibility of determining the environmental
credentials of the Council candidates. ACTION Stuart

- Best use of limited time at meetings and use of other channels:
- It is clear that the time at monthly meetings is very limited (one and a half
hours goes quite quickly) and so attention was drawn to other media of
discussion available. We have a FaceBook ‘group’, a WhatsApp
‘conversation’, a Twitter feed, a Google Drive ‘account’ and the website, all of
which may be used for diﬀerent types of communication and exchange
between meetings. Details of access to these will be sent out to the group.

- Schedules and continuity: more succinct record of activities: Schedules
as follows were explained:

- WFOE Activities: dealt with at length above; the main record of proposed
and active WFOE activities in order of priority

- Beyond WFOE Activities: a means of tracking the activities of other
organisations that may be working in the same area as WFOE activities;
sources of information and authority and potential collaborators.

- WFOE Information Sources: sources of information relevant to WFOE
activities and the background to the WFOE ethos including Government,
Local Government and other authorities.

- WFOE Other Groups: other action and amenity groups that WFOE may
come across. This schedule would cover broader ground than the ‘Beyond
WFOE’ schedule which will focus on specific activities, but might feed into it.

- Non Participating Individuals:
- It had been suggested that the coordinator get in touch with people on the
emailing list who hadn’t attended meetings for a very long time or at all to see
what might encourage them to come to meetings or participate in group
activities. An individual email went out to 24 people, asking them to indicate
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in a a given schedule of possibilities (Similar to but simpler than the WFOE
activities schedule) what might encourage them to participate. Only four
replies were received, including one that challenged the name ‘Friends of the
Earth’. This prompted some discussion at the meeting, generally in favour of
the Friends of the Earth ‘brand’ and its heritage of 50 years campaigning.

- It is proposed to remove those who didn’t respond to the emails AOB round
the table from the mailing list

- AOB round the table for individuals thoughts & news
- Debbie: Now have tangible areas to work on and we should bring in what we
are learning from the FOE training sessions to help develop our approach
and focus our activities. The training aims to show how to firm up on a target
organisation and subject area. Priority A needs a project plan.

- Oliver: We need to use other media to keep the conversation going. Make
use of twenty-first century collaborative tools to develop activities.
Coordinator to send out links to the various existing channels.

- Lynne: Fleur has a WhatsApp group, Environmental Commission, which
covers a lot of ground.

- Katriona: Curious to know when and how the tasks would be divided among
the group. Coordinator is hoping that further thoughts on the priority activities
will come in via the media before the next meeting. Should be able to allocate
tasks and develop strategy at the next meeting in March.

- Terry: Have been contacted by Merton Friends of the Earth regarding the
proposed extension of the All England Lawn Tennis Club over the road and
into Wimbledon Park. MFOE have objected to the proposals submitted for
planning permission to Merton Council, but part of the scheme is in
Wandsworth as well and MFOE asked if we will be objecting to the
proposals.

- WFOE collaborated with MFOE to interview the main candidates for Merton &
Wandsworth for the London Assembly.

- Lynne pointed out that the AELTC proposals score 9.7 out of 10 on the
Government’s Biodiversity Metric which probably just emphasises how weak
the Metric is. Heavy public use of the park, especially in the summer and with
public access to the whole of the lake perimeter is going to seriously aﬀect
biodiversity. Many trees are going to be felled, with some new ones planted.
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- Next Meeting: The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday March 17. POST
MEETING NOTE: In view of the clash with the FOE training session on the
Thursday the next meeting has been rescheduled for TUESDAY

MARCH 15

- The meeting ended due to time constraints, but was generally acknowledged
to be a good, energised session, though some of the agenda was
compressed. While the eﬀort has been to shorten meeting notes, there was
important introductory ground covered at this meeting that it was considered
useful to record.

Appendix A see attached Activity Schedule
Appendix B
Tree-Gater with Wandsworth notice requesting public action.
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